TREND NOTE
Top 5 Flex Moments – brought to you by Aeropostale


Endless hours working on that project submission? Don’t lose heart. Put your
dancing shoes on, anytime and anywhere, and get ready to break into a quick
dance routine with your flex denims. Jive, tap or waltz, and lose the stress for a
moment; to help you bounce back to work, with that much-needed power
break!



Must stay alert when travelling alone? Feel safer when equipped with selfdefense knowledge? Have your Ninja mode on standby anytime, anywhere you
go. Your funky, quirky, yet super-comfy denims allow you to practice your Krav
Maga moves, at any spot. Because danger, doesn’t give you an intimation!


The pet’s your new best friend? A bundle of energy jumping around the
house? Match up to the lightning speed of your naughty paws with comfortable,
yet stylish denims this season, that allow you to be agile, nimble and well…furloveable!

 The gym’s a tad far & not convenient to visit every day in traffic?
Missing that workout is starting to annoy you? Worry not, because your 4-way
stretch denims have you covered. Take a quick run in the open parking lot
below, stretch and twist in the hallway; or just latch on to the door-pole and let
your shoulder muscle open up; only to notice how just a 25-min routine will
release all your pent-up lethargy!



Your gang down the street have missed you enough. Pulling you into an impromptu game of gullycricket has not just been a habit, but a routine. But why fear losing a match, just because your
clothes don’t allow it? No more compromise on spontaneity. Your 360-degree stretch pair of jeans
will now let you to pose as wicket-keeper, or even dash for the home-run. Do whatever it takes to
be the bestie they’ve been waiting for! Because as Queen popularly said, “We are the champions,
my friends; and we'll keep on fighting 'til the end!”

Get your pair of Aeropostale’s flex denims, now! Available across all Aeropostale outlets and on
https://aeropostale.nnnow.com/
Price range starts from Rs. 3500

